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A FINANCE BILL

TO ALLOCATE A MAXIMUM OF ONE THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED EIGHTY
Dollars and zero cents ($1,380.00) FROM THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
CONTINGENCY ACCOUNT TO FUND THE CONTRAFLOW Post-GAME BUS SERVICE

PARAGRAPH 1: WHEREAS, this bill seeks to continue the
Contraflow Bus service for students, providing a
safe and quick ride home while encouraging
students to stay until the end of the game; and

PARAGRAPH 2: WHEREAS, Student Government plans to continue
this initiative for the final regular-season home
game scheduled against the University of
Arkansas; and

PARAGRAPH 3: WHEREAS, having Student Senate cover the cost
of contraflow busses would exempt pre-
registered and registered students of a rider fee; and

PARAGRAPH 4: WHEREAS, the money would be allocated as
follows:

1. Arkansas Post-Game Buses - $1,380.00
a. Total: $1,380.00

PARAGRAPH 5: THEREFORE, BE IT ENACTED BY THE
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENT
SENATE THAT A MAXIMUM OF ONE THOUSAND THREE
HUNDRED EIGHTY DOLLARS AND ZERO CENTS ($1,380.00)
BE ALLOCATED FROM THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
CONTINGENCY ACCOUNT TO FUND THE CONTRAFLOW
Post-GAME Bus Initiative, and

PARAGRAPH 6: BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT A COPY OF
THIS BILL BE TRANSMITTED TO JASON BADEAUX,
STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT; MS. COURTNEY P. GREAVIS,
STUDENT GOVERNMENT FINANCIAL COORDINATOR;
AND RENE PETIT, STUDENT DIRECTOR OF
TRANSPORTATION.
This bill shall take effect upon passage by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of the LSU Student Senate and signature by the President, upon lapse of time for presidential action, or if vetoed by the President and subsequently approved by the Senate, on the date of such approval.

APPROVED:

_________________________  ________________________
JAMES MICKLER            JASON BADEAUX
SPEAKER OF THE SENATE    STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT

DATE: ________________    DATE: ________________